(Left to right)
Randy C. Speck, national
manager and Allan Weber,
general manager.

ON OUR COVER

RUSSELL FOOD EQUIPMENT LTD. IS ONE OF THE TRUE BEHIND-THE-SCENES
HEROES OF THE CANADIAN RESTAURANT INDUSTRY.
If you’re in the food business, chances are you’ve bought
products from the company or relied on its myriad services.
Perhaps its design professionals have even helped you create
your kitchen, which is one of its specialties.
Russell has been a market leader for over 75 years thanks
to its commitment to quality, performance, and longevity.
It’s perhaps best described as a one-stop shop whose staff
treat their clients — which include Boston Pizza, Keg Restaurants Ltd., Joey Restaurants, and other famous brands — with
great care and a strong sense of urgency.
And while other firms of comparable experience may be

inclined to coast within the market share they’ve earned,
Russell’s team relish new horizons. To take one example:
the Calgary staff did such an efficient job installing food
equipment for Nordstrom’s Chinook Center location last
year that the venerable U.S. retailer chose Russell’s Ottawa
office to perform the same services for its new Rideau Centre store in that city. “Chinook Center was a satisfying project for us, partly because Nordstrom’s long-term supplier in
the U.S. recommended us to consult and install,” says Calgary General Manager Brent Baker.
This chain of events led to Russell helping to build a

restaurant, bar, and coffee kiosk for Nordstrom’s third
Canadian location, in Vancouver, which opened to huge
acclaim in September and has been called a “retail gamechanger” for that city. A fourth Nordstrom location, in
Toronto, is in the works.
But how can a company that was born in the 1930s
exhibit all the energy, ambition, and innovation of a talented new kid on the block, as Russell moving into 2016
undoubtedly does? Especially considering the average age
of its staff is above 40?
One big reason is change of ownership. Allan Weber, the
new general manager of the Vancouver headquarters,
explains, “We’re in the process of building on our long
decades of success, of reinvigorating ourselves and exploring new opportunities.”
WORDS: Robin Brunet
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Russell Food Equipment Ltd. serves
nearly 50,000 foodservice operators
across the country.

Weber, who has 29 years
of experience in the food
service equipment distribution and manufacturing sectors, was recruited in 2014
to help steer Russell to new
levels of success, partly by
making the most of its existing resources.
“The story of this company is how it
developed tremendous capability in terms
of kitchen design, services, after-sales support, manufacturing, and of course providing a huge range of kitchenware - and
we haven’t yet taken full advantage of
these resources,” he says.
Weber adds, “Put it this way: with all
these tools at our disposal, there are many
more new markets we can serve – as well
as broaden our services amongst existing
clientele. So while the history of Russell
Food Equipment is full of achievements
and milestones, I firmly believe that our
best years are still ahead.”
The spark that triggered this ambitious
outlook for the future occurred on September 2 of 2015, when Seattle-based
Blue Point Capital Partners announced it
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had purchased Russell via an undisclosed
capitalization. The purchase also included
Vancouver-based associate company
Quest Metal Works Ltd. (Russell’s manufacturing arm) and two other Quest manufacturing plants in Winnipeg.
Blue Point described Russell as “a leading value-added distributor, manufacturer
and service provider of foodservice equipment and supplies… that serves over
20,000 foodservice operators across
Canada,” and it noted that in addition to
restaurants, the company also caters to
the institutional, government, education,
healthcare, and hospitality markets.
Blue Point Partner Mark Morris said,
“The organic and external growth opportunities that Russell possesses are perfectly suited to benefit from the value-added
resources and tools that Blue Point will

bring to the partnership.” Currently managing over $800 million in committed
capital, Blue Point has a 25-year track
record of partnering with companies and
bringing about accelerated growth.
What is significant about Blue Point from
a layman’s point of view is its team. “They
are young and very forward-thinking individuals,” Weber explains. “They were exactly what the Russell family had been looking
for when they decided to sell the company:
the Russells wanted a buyer who would
uphold its values and build on its heritage,
instead of letting everything they had
worked so hard to develop be absorbed by
another food equipment firm.”
Indeed, Blue Point Vice-President
Charley Geiger remarked, “Blue Point’s
operational and strategic approach will
contribute to the company’s growth and
development, while preserving its distinctive culture and history of leadership in
Canada. Working with Russell’s experienced management team, we are thrilled
to have the opportunity to contribute our
resources to a strong industry leader.”
Russell’s general managers in other
locations believe the time was right for a
change of hands. “It’s important to note
that the Russell family sold the company
after one of our best years nationally,”
says Brent Baker. “In other words, they
acted from a position of strength, which is
enormously helpful in accommodating
growth, new ideas and energy.”
As a result, Baker is looking forward to
the immediate future. “I have a good feeling about our new owners. The Russell
family brought us to a point where we
were attractive to a world-class private
equity company, and now that company
will help take us to the next level.”
A visit to Russell’s Vancouver headwrn
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quarters in early December sheds considerable light on the type of company and
culture Blue Point acquired. Amidst the
endless cluster of warehouses in the
industrial sector of East Vancouver, Russell’s three-storey, white art deco-style
building takes up an entire block and is
familiar from a long distance. Behind, in
the parking area, the building steps up to
a more intimate showroom, which in turn
adjoins Quest, whose history is inextricably linked to that of Russell’s (Ken Russell
bought the firm from founder Bill Quest
in 1938, thus launching his career as a
food industry service provider).
While it’s only one facet of a larger operation, the showroom embodies all the elements that have made Russell a success.
First and foremost, it’s an exceedingly pleasant facility to browse through, well laid out
and organized. Second, the array of equipment, from hand garlic presses to large
multi-burner ranges, is enormous. The sales
team are helpful rather than overbearing,
and they exhibit a keen knowledge about
whatever item is pointed out to them.
The overall impact of the showroom is
akin to the reassuring professionalism one
gets from visiting a luxury car dealership.
At a time in the North American restaurant scene when kitchens are only beginning to be appreciated by the public for
their visual as well as functional appeal,
Russell’s team have always regarded them
as the heart and soul of any establishment
— and they know right down to the last
detail how to make even the humblest of
spaces perform to optimum efficiency.
The bulk of the Vancouver headquarters is taken up by another showroom (for
clearance equipment); various administrative departments that coordinate closely
with the company’s 14 locations from
B.C. to Halifax; a warehouse; and a test
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kitchen where demos are conducted for
the benefit of the sales team (and where
local chefs — especially those employed
by busy chains — can come and test new
menu offerings in peace).
Weber says if one word had to define
the Russell staff, it would be `knowledgeable’: “In terms of years, most of our
employees have an incredible amount of

Weber says good design is more important than ever in today’s employment climate. “Everyone has seen studies and perhaps experienced first hand the problem
of employee recruitment and retention.
This is a huge issue, especially with
regards to restaurant support staff, and
one reason some owners have trouble
keeping ahold of people is layout: many
kitchens are rabbit warrens that make
work conditions frustrating and unpleasant. By contrast, a well laid-out kitchen
with reliable, clean equipment keeps support staff happy and goes a long way in
attracting up-and-coming talent.”

Same Space, More
Menu Flexibility
experience under their belts,
but even so we still emphasize
on-going education and training to keep them informed
about the constant stream of
new products available on the
market and developments in
the food industry overall.”
Weber goes on to say that
“Clients rely as much on our knowledge as
the product lines we carry; consequently,
we probe, ask a lot of questions, and listen
to our customers in order to always
improve their operation and overall flow at
all levels. That, along with being a one-stop
shop and serving the front as well as back
of house, distinguishes us as a supplier.”
Nareman Zareei, manager of facilities
design at Joey Restaurant Group, couldn’t

The company's fully stocked showroom and
test kitchen embodies all of the elements
that have made it a success.

agree more. “Our relationship with Russell goes back at least nine years, and we
most definitely rely on the company and
its expertise as a consultant, not just a
food equipment supplier,” he says.
While Joey has retained Russell’s
design services in the past, today it is
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more focused on using the company to
provide custom equipment for its restaurants across Canada and in the United
States. “It’s a great collaboration, one built
on mutual trust,” says Zareei.
With its Vancouver and Winnipeg facilities, Quest plays a major role in fulfilling
Russell’s claim to one-stop-shop status. Its
specialty is building custom fabricated fixtures and heavy duty cooking ranges, and
over the years it has expanded to include an
entire selection of cooking, serving, preparation, and ventilation equipment — with each
item designed and fabricated to meet the
heavy-duty demands of foodservice operators. “Quest dovetails perfectly with our
provision of kitchen equipment because its
custom work ensures that all the equipment
fits perfectly into its intended spaces,” says
Weber. “Quest also plays a key role in ensuring that each kitchen achieves optimum
flow — as well as looks good.”
Plus, the Quest/Russell relationship is
unique in that it provides a direct link
from customer to manufacturer, with
actual performance and operator feedback becoming the basis for continued
product refinement.
Russell has long emphasized the importance of good kitchen design rather than
limiting its interest to equipment sales, and
wrn

Store larger assortments of foods within your existing space with
the first-of-its-kind 1/8 Food Pan.
•
•
•
•
•

Use in prep tables, steam tables, breading stations and sauce stations.
Optimal size for reducing waste for slower-moving items.
Wide, rectangular opening comfortably fits open tongs and utensils.
1/8 covers and drain shelf available now. Seal Cover coming soon.
Available in clear polycarbonate and high heat material for use up to 300˚F.

For more information,
contact your local representative.
Cambro is a proud supplier to
Russell Food Equipment
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Quest Metal Works, established in 1938,
has state of the art machinery and technology
to create both standard and custom built
stainless steel food service equipment.
Proudly made in Canada.

SILVER CHEF

and

RUSSELL FOOD
EQUIPMENT

When Nareman Zareei is told
of Weber’s theory, he nods vigorously. “One of the many reasons we’ve had such a productive relationship with Russell over the
years is because its design philosophy
matches our conviction that a good, efficient work environment not only helps
retain staff but motivates them to be more
productive as well.”
Smooth functioning kitchens are especially important to the Joey chain because
they are visible to patrons. “Part of our
appeal is that customers can see what’s
going on — no secrets,” says Zareei. “Add
the fact that the minimum amount of
chefs in our cooking line is 15 and in
some cases — such as in Ottawa — as high
as 25, and you can understand why trouble-free flow is a top priority for us. Every
detail must be worked out, from the
smallest piece of equipment to where

each work station will be.”
Russell’s seven-member design team in
Vancouver is well equipped to tackle a
huge range of projects. “We have people
focused on upscale restaurants, others
with in-depth knowledge of institutional
needs, and so on,” Weber explains.
“Equally important, the age of our individual designers varies — as does our staff
in other departments. For instance, it’s
common to have someone with 30 years
of experience working alongside fresh,
new talent, with the resulting synergy
being that the older individual is invigorated by the younger one’s energy, and
the younger professional absorbs the acumen of the older individual.”
Not surprisingly, Russell’s design services

On behalf of all of us at Browne & Co.,
we wish to congratulate our colleagues at
Russell Food Equipment.

are forensic in their intricacy
and include equipment legends, utility layouts and elevations to illustrate functionality
and provide local building
authorities with all the necessary documentation for approvals.
Weber frequently uses the words “innovation”, “freshness”, and “forward thinking” to describe Russell’s thrust towards
expanding its horizons under the Blue
Point ownership. These words are entirely appropriate, as they could be attributed
to Ken Russell when he set out to put his
company on the map back in the 1930s.
Russell had been working in the sheet
metal trade in Vancouver and was
inspired to purchase Quest Metal Works
in order to turn it into a facility that built
cooking ranges for restaurants (the metal
shop he had previously worked for specialized in food equipment and had
enjoyed brisk business).
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Together,
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Congratulations to
Russell Food Equipment !
Wishing you continued success
from your vendor partner
Dynamic International

Globe Food Equipment Co.
800.347.5423 | www.globefoodequip.com
dynamicmixers.ca | 1-800-267-7794

www.brownefoodservice.com
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Russell’s background in sheet metal
heavily influenced his ethos that if a job is
worth doing, it’s worth doing right, and
in 1944, with an eye towards staying
ahead of the competition by becoming a
one-stop shop operation, he incorporated Russell Food Equipment to provide a
wide range of products and quality services to Vancouver restaurateurs.
As a point of trivia, Russell’s first day of
business was June 12, 1944; on that day, a
salesman delivered a brand new Blakeslee
potato peeler to a Vancouver venue
known as the Fish and Oyster Bar – and
the owner was reportedly delighted with
the purchase. According to company history, “the sales representative who sold it
to him was knowledgeable about the
product, charged a fair price, and
promised they would always be there to
stand behind the products they sold.”
Doug Schon, general manager for Russell’s Winnipeg location, describes Ken
Russell as having a facility for thinking outside the box long before that term became
commonly known. “For example, he
decided to locate Quest plants and a distribution centre in Winnipeg in order to
ensure efficient coverage of all of Canada,”
he says. “This was in the 1950s, decades
before transportation costs became a crucial consideration to industry in general.”
The constant strive towards excellence resulted in many other innovations: Quest’s product line expanded to
include broilers, fryers, grills, exhaust filters and the first Canadian designed
automatic wash ventilator system, Quest
ClearAir. Meanwhile, with Winnipeg as

The company has 14 locations from British Columbia to Halifax.

a manufacturing and distribution hub,
Russell Food Equipment expanded
right across the country (the Halifax
location was opened in 1978).
Russell’s steady expansion was fortified by an increasingly loyal work force.
“My father, Jack Baker, was one of the
very first salesmen Ken Russell hired,
and he stayed with the company for 43
years,” says Brent Baker, who himself has
been at Russell for 31 years.
When asked what has compelled Baker
to remain so long at the same company, he
replies without hesitation, “Because of the
good, sound business policies we practice.
We stand behind everything we do, and
that’s a real source of pride.”
While there is no shortage of food
equipment competitors in Canada, Russell also distinguishes itself with an
unwavering focus on servicing everything it sells. To that end, many branches are available 24/7, and fully trained
repair technicians can service equipment

both during and after the original factory warranty period.
All of these factors combined ensure
customer satisfaction – which is no easy
thing to achieve, considering the myriad
requirements of many of Russell’s
clients. Nordstrom is a good case in
point: the retailer is famous for taking an
exacting, no-compromise approach to
developing its properties and content;
but Russell’s duties as a consultant, supplier and installer of the Bistro Verde
restaurant, Habitant coffee kiosk, and
eBar at Nordstrom’s Vancouver Pacific
Center store prompted Rick Dodds, the
company’s project administration direc-

Dudson, a proud partner of
Russell Food Equipment for
more than 50 years, sends
best wishes to the new
ownership. We wish you every
success and look forward to
growing our business together.
www.dudson.com

tor, to tell Weber in an October 6 letter, “The quality of your
products, both those that you purchased from manufacturers
that we specified and those that your stainless steel shop fabricated locally, has been outstanding.
“Your coordination with our general contractor, Nordstrom
employees, consultants, and of course with me, has been excellent from start to finish… we are so appreciative of the quick
response to our many requests for changes and new items.”
Dodds concluded by noting that the three venues within
Nordstrom Vancouver “were the most successful restaurant, bar,
and coffee openings in the history of our company, and I attribute
a significant portion of that success to your fine work.”
Further to this Doug Schon says, “People want consistency of
supply and service, they want you to be available after sales.
These are basic elements that are often overlooked by other companies but which we have honed to perfection.”
In early December, Allan Weber stood in the doorway of his Vancouver office observing activity in the showroom. “The changes to
Russell under Blue Point’s ownership are subtle and aimed at enhancing the sense of our people being part of a team, one that is encouraged to share ideas and whose overall input is very much valued.
“This is the core of being able to expand our client base and
increase sales — by being tactfully aggressive and refining our
closing mentality as a whole — as well offer our services to new
sectors such as food processing plants and involve ourselves
more in existing ones, such as institutional facilities.”
But Weber is well aware of the fact that his task is an enviable
one. “It’s a fantastic and rare opportunity to build on success rather
than trying to resurrect a company. Thanks to the Russell family,
we are known and respected across Canada; so to all our clients and
potential new ones, the message for 2016 is to keep watching us:
we’re going to be bigger and better than ever.”
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